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Abstract
A summary review of some of the technical issues which surround the design of
the propulsion systems for Booster and Upper Stage systems are presented. The work
focuses on Propellant Geyser, Slosh, and Orientation. A brief description of the concern
is given with graphics which help the reader to understand the physics of the situation.
The most common solutions to these problems are given with there respective
advantages and disadvantages.
1.0 Introduction
The design and analysis issues regarding the management and the thermo-fluid
dynamics associated with rocket propellants are often underestimated when a rocket
vehicle system is conceived. The problems often do not lend themselves to analytical
solutions and testing must be done. In addition, these problems are often geometrically
or mission specific. This requires full scale or near full scale testing in environments
which are difficult to create in the test stand. When added to the very nature of liquid
propellants, their flammability, their cryogenic properties and problems with testing can
be a severe impediment to the development of a launch vehicle. When these problems
are ignored prior to flight, the effects can be spectacularly catastrophic and very
expensive. The advent of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and other methods of
advanced computer simulation have provided one method to at least grapple with these
issues from an analytical point of view. As the reader will see, CFD solutions can
provide a very accurate analysis when compared with experimental data, the question still
can be raised prior to flight, whether analysis alone provides enough insight into these
problems to proceed without testing.
This paper has as its objective to summarize the major issues regarding propellant
management in both booster and upper stage propulsion systems. There are many issues
which effect the propellants, such as tank insulation which is beyond the scope of this
work. This effort will stay to the traditional areas of vehicle design associated with
propellant management. "Management" is defined by Websters Dictionary as " to
control the movement or behavior of" _ The issues regarding managing propellants will
be discussed herein.
2.0 Booster System Issues
Some of the physical issues regarding propellants which we are discussing in this
paper often may manifest themselves anywhere during the vehicles mission profile.
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However most of the issues have some tendency to happen during particular phases of
the operation. These phases include ground-hold, Booster MECO, Booster - Upper Stage
separation, Upper Stage MECO and Upper Stage engine restart.
2.1 Geyser Effects
The term "geyser" refers to the phenomenon seen in a long vertical line, such as a
booster's feedline when the cryogenic propellant boils off at a rate which exceeds a
normal bubble release. This boiloff gradually allows the entire line to go dry. When the
line becomes dry it is quickly refilled due to gravity from the propellant tank above in a
vertically launched rocket (or storage tank in a ground application). This refilling of the
line causes a pressure surge due to the propellant free-falling into the line and is
analogous to waterhammer. The pressure surges which are created can be very large and
can damage the feedlines, line and valve supports as well as disconnects and the engine. 2
There are three main areas which we need to focus on: 1. What is the physical
phenomenon which causes this problem, 2. When is geyser most likely to be a problem,
3. What can be done to prevent it from happening.
2.1.1 The geyser physical phenomenon
The cryogenic propellant in the vertical line is in a sub-cooled condition, as
referenced to the local static pressure in the line. Convective heat transfer occurs into the
propellant, thereby increasing the temperature. The temperature increases until it reaches
the saturation temperature relating to the local static pressure, when this condition is
satisfied continued heat transfer will either cause nucleate boiling or the convective heat
transfer will continue by placing this heat into superheating of the fluid. The mode of
heat transfer will be dependent upon such factors as line surface conditions, the purity of
the cryogen and other such factors. 2 Once the boiling begins the resultant bubbles effect
the line in two ways. The bubbles provide boiling centers which will encourage further
boiling, this will serve to release the heat stored in the case of the superheated fluid. The
second result is that the bubbles displace liquid from the line into the propellant tank,
thereby causing a decrease in the head pressure any point below the bubbles. The loss of
head pressure, in effect superheats the cryogen left in the line resulting in its release of
more vapor, which in turn decreases the hydrostatic pressure and results in further
superheat. This cycle continues, but does not cause a problem until the resultant bubbles
interfere with themselves and their ability to release this pressure form the system. At
A,/At ratios of .55-.6 the bubbles will begin to intermingle and will cause the creation of a
single large bubble, called a Taylor bubble. The fast moving bubbles below will join this
large bubble and this single large bubble will grow at a fast pace, all the while decreasing
the static pressure below the bubble causing more vapor to form. Provided that the rate
of change of saturation temperature because of the static pressure drop, exceeds the rate
of decrease in liquid temperature due to flashing, more and more vapor will be created.
At some point the amount of vapor will be great enough to force the remaining cryogen at
the top of the line and erupt into the propellant tank, through the liquid and into the ullage
region. The resultant reaction occurs with some violence and is termed a geyser.
The vaporization process will serve to decrease the temperature of the leftover fluid
in the line, below the saturation point, thereby causing vapor production to cease. As
liquid begins refill the line, the saturation temperature increases because of density
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increase and the vapor is further cooled by the cryogen which is falling through it. The
vapor itself then condenses and the liquid enters a free-fall mode which results in a large
pressure spike at the bottom of the line.
The phenomenon has two results. The first is when the geyser erupts into the
ullage. When a quantity of cryo fluid is dispersed like this into the ullage volume, the
result is a rapid decrease in the pressure of the ullage gas as the bulk temperature is
lowered. The result is the same whether the pressurant is homogenous or another fluid.
The rapid depressurization can cause the tank to structurally collapse. The second result
is the damage due to the surge pressure in the feedline and the engine interface. 2
2.1.2 When geyser Occurs
The geyser phenomenon, as can be seen from above is strongly dependent on the
physics of the "bubbles" and their motion through the feedline, specifically vapor release,
liquid heating, and bubble formation. Boiling of a liquid at its saturation temperature is
enabled by the presence of boiling centers. A critical piece to understanding the boiling
phenomenon is that since the curvature of the surface of a newly formed very small
bubble is very great and the vapor pressure is thereby reduced significantly. The
formation of this bubble will require a warmer temperature than the saturation at the
given pressure as is the case of the propellant/ullage interface. 4 The boiling centers are
formed by impurities such as dissolved gases, dirt, dust, rough surfaces on the line or
another bubble. Under perfect conditions (i.e. a system containing a pure liquid with
smooth line surfaces) a great deal of superheat may be stored prior to the onset of boiling.
The fluid in this state can be considered unstable and any imbalance or disturbance will
result in the release of superheat very rapidly. [Figure 1]
The bubbles, as they develop, move toward the centerline, the region of lowest
drag. The bubbles begin to coalesce in this region, albeit this effect is dependent upon the
nature of the bubbles. A bubble which is moving in the wake of another will catch up to
the bubble in front due to the "drafting" or wake effect. A plot of velocity versus
separation distance is shown in Figure 2. This figure points out the decrease in static
pressure which occurs in the wake region. This accelerating effect along with an increase
in the number of bubbles causes the bubbles to interact and form a large mass of vapor.
This vapor mass may manifest itself as a "swarm" of small bubbles or even as a large
spherical "hat" bubble or a spherical topped slug of cylindrical shape. This latter is
referred to as a Taylor Bubble (see Reference 3). 2
This accretion of bubbles impedes the normal escape of vapor from the line due
to the buoyancy effect. This impedance causes an increase in drag to which the closely
formed bubbles are subjected due to the torturous path they must travel. The walls
proximity to the vapor mass also causes an increase in drag.
The makeup of the bubble mass and the escape mechanism is shown in Figure 3.
The figure highlights 3 flow regions. Region 1 is made up of a low number of bubbles
and there is little or no interference. Region 2 sees the beginning of mutual interference.
A strong circulation current develops in the buoyant action of the bubbles forcing the
mixture towards the centerline and the onset of the wake effect, causing the bubbles in
the aft of the mass to increase velocity. The increase in velocity is approximately 2 to 4
ft/sec. Region 3, where A, = bubble cross-section area and At =tube or flow area the
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bubble mass has a density that the Taylor bubbles are formed. The creation of the Taylor
Bubbles sees a corresponding drop in release velocity.
When the spherical bubbles form the Taylor bubbles, the bubbles occupy the
majority of the line diameter. This results in the cylindrical sides seeing an increased
drag which decreases the Taylor Bubbles velocity much less than a spherical bubble
would see (see Figure 4). The formula in Figure 4 indicates a velocity of 1.4 ft/sec which
is equivalent to a spherical bubble approximately 0.25 in in diameter.
The presence of bubbles in vertical lines has two effects on the static pressure
below. First, the viscous shear causes a reactive force which reduces the static pressure
below. This is proportional to bubble shape, size and line diameter. The second effect is
liquid displacement. In a typical feedline configuration, the presence of bubbles creating
large volumes of vapor will displace large amounts of propellant from the line. The
change in static pressure in the line (head) due to the displaced liquid will be great, even
though the corresponding change in tank liquid level is slight.
2.1.3 Eliminating the Geyser problem
There are three ways to reduce the possibility of geyser in a propellant feedline
which make sense in a booster vehicle. They are:
1. Controlled topping
2. Helium Injection
3. Recirculation
2.1.3.1 Controlled Topping
From the paragraphs above which described the boiling and release process
during the geyser cycle, it was shown that until the ratio A,/A, approached 0.55
interference with the release mechanism was non-critical. Thus prior to the development
of a critical condition, considerable evaporation in the feedline will occur. In the analysis
it has been presented 5 it states that topping inlet temperature versus flow rate required to
hold the vapor to line exit area ratio less than 0.55. The assumptions utilized in that
analysis are that all boiling in the column would occur at saturation, and even though
several degrees of superheat could occur under perfect condition, such conditions are
unlikely in the agitated nature of the fluid under flow conditions.
Granting this caveat, it was determined that flowrates between 1 and 4 lb/sec
would suppress the geyser phenomenon with less than 3 degrees of subcooling required at
the inlet of the topping flow. Figure 5 summarizes the results and has as its assumptions
that saturation conditions and the associated boiling at various levels in the line from exit
to inlet.
This concept appears to be an acceptable method for geyser prevention, but it
must be noted that the liquid topping rate required to prevent geyser could be higher than
the boiloff rate and could cause tank overfill. The solution to that issue could be to
require several degrees of sub-cooling to prevent tank overfill.
2.1.3.2 Helium Injection
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The secondmethodto preventgeyserinvolvesthe injection of helium (or another
non-condensiblegas)low in thefeedline. This methodhasbeenutilized in a variety of
vehicle applications(including the current STS ET) and has even been used for the
densificationof theLOX in additionto its capabilityfor geysersuppression.
The injectedhelium, beingpure,hasin thebubbles,a partialpressureof zero for
oxygen. Thedifferencein thepartialpressureof GOX in the injectedheliumbubbleand
the vapor pressureof LOX causesa masstransferof oxygen, via diffusion, into the
heliumgas. This masstransferresultsin the localizedcooling due to the absorptionof
heatof vaporizationfrom the surroundingfluid. The cooling which occursis equivalent
to the heatof vaporizationmultiplied by the massof LOX vaporized. This cooling tends
to lower thebulk liquid temperature.This sub-coolingof the propellant,if greatenough,
preventsthe boiling bubblesforming at the wall from lowering the static pressureand
thereby preventsthe flashing effect. Thus the geyserphenomenonis prevented. If
enoughhelium is injected, the preventionof any heat accumulationis possible. This
refrigerationcanbemadeequalto or evengreaterthan thepipe wall heatleak, thus sub-
coolingthebulk propellant.
This method,althoughproviding anadequatemethodfor geysersuppressionhas
severaldrawbacks.To ensuresufficient cooling,a tremendousquantityof helium could
be required. Theresultingagitationof thefluid in the line andthedisplacementof liquid
in the line and tank could causeproblems in the accuracy of the propellant load.
Additionally, such a system is an active one, requiring more complicated ground
operationswhichcancausemoreexpensefor launch.
2.1.3.3 Recirculation
Thenextmethodfor geysersuppressionis recirculation. This methodlendsitself
towardsthe vehicleconfigurationinvolving two or more LOX lines. It is apparent that
the key to eliminate the accretion of superheat in the feedline by eliminating the heat as it
enters. The LOX system of a vehicles tank and run duct can provide a somewhat efficient
refrigeration system.
As the heat is transferred through the tank wall, natural convection currents
transport the warmer LOX forward toward the liquid surface, where after boil off occurs,
the remaining LOX is cooled by the release of heat of vaporization. The resultant colder,
denser LOX circulates toward the bottom of the tanks.
If we use a dual feedline system as an example (see Figure 6), the lines would
need to be connected at the bottom of the system, and the heat leak into the lines would
need to be unequal (i.e. insulation removed from one line). The LOX in the uninsulated
line will warm quicker, the density will decrease and the propellant, moving from a
region of higher density to lower, will displace the warm LOX out of the line into the
tank. The convection process described above will occur and the resultant boiloff will
cool the local propellant where it will descend into the tank bottom region, thereby
allowing the cycle to begin again. Testing on such a system has shown that it behaves in
a cyclic or periodic behavior, gradually flushing the line and then pausing while the
system builds energy and it occurs again. This method brings with it the attractive
proposition, that in the event of a geyser, the rapid loss of liquid in the line due to
bubbling, would result in the line filling from below, thereby preventing the geyser. The
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system has as another advantage that it is passive, i.e. requiring no active control from the
facility after loading.
A method evolved from the above was part of the STS in early ET's, although
extensively tested it nevr flew. A small uninsulated line was attached to the feedline
both above and below. 6 The line, being uninsulated and of higher L/D than the main
feedline would empty and refill from the bottom. This line was referred to as the Ant-
geyser line (see Figure 7).
One of the reasons the geyser phenomenon exists in launch vehicles is that the
vehicles flight dynamics requires that the heaviest propellant is stored forward. The use
of LOX so extensively in the U.S. as the oxidizer of choice, its cryogenic and other
properties lend itself to geyser. If the vehicle dynamics allow, and LOX can be stored aft,
the geyser problem may thus be eliminated (see Figure 8). 7
2.2 Slosh Concerns During Ascent
The physics associated with slosh in the propellant tanks of a launch vehicle
during ascent are evident to anyone who has tried to drink a glass of water while riding in
a car. The water and the propellant both have a tendency, while in a variable
velocity/acceleration field to "slosh" about. Even under the acceleration of a launch
vehicle, typically near 3.5 "g"s, the slightest disturbance may result in slosh which in turn
can have a serious effect upon the stability of the vehicle. In the worst cases, where the
launch vehicles guidance system cannot control the changes due to the dynamic
excitation, the result can be catastrophic. The severity of the result can be explained by
the fact that for most launch vehicles at launch, the mass of the propellants is greater than
90% of the Gross Lift Off Weight (GLOW). If the natural frequencies of the propellant
in the tanks reside near the control frequency, or close to the lower modes of elastic
vibration, for example the fundamental body-bending mode or to the natural frequency of
a control sensor, than the problems difficulty to predict and resolve can be great.
Therefore in the case of an ascending launch vehicle the dynamic stability and control
analysis and there effect on the oscillatory nature of the propellant must be understood. 2
2.2.1 Fundamental Theory
The fundamental theory behind understanding the slosh can be shown with a simple
mathematical model based on a linearized potential theory modeling the propellant as
incompressible, irrotational and non-viscous. The analysis (developed in Reference 2)
sho.ws the Eigen values from the free oscillation to be:
m z= (g/a) e, tanh (_,h/a) n = 0,1,2,....
Where e, is a root ofJ'_ (_) = 0 and has the values;
% _ 1.84
_l _ 5.33
e3 _ 8.53
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Thenaturalfrequencyof thepropellantis therefore
f. = 1/2FI_/--Ja entanh(g.h/a)
It is apparent from this equation that the natural frequency of the propellant is
proportionalto thesquareroot of the longitudinalacceleration,g, andgoesdown with the
square root of the tank diameter. In the case of constant tank dimensions and
acceleration,the changein frequencywill occurmostly when the propellant is shallow
i.e. for a fluid heightof lessthanone tankdiameterfor the first modeand evenlessfor
higher modes. During ascentthe longitudinal accelerationswill be increasing. Only
shortly beforeMECO doesthe influenceof fluid height overcomethe influence of the
acceleration,g, and decreasethe frequency.2 Further discussions of the analytical
techniques are beyond the scope of this work. However, these mode shapes, frequencies
and damping are required to determine the magnitude of response of the booster to any
dynamic excitation i.e. wind-induced oscillations in the vertical, transonic buffeting,
gusts in flight etc. These natural frequencies also play an important part in the design of
the guidance system.
2.2.2 Damping
In order to minimize the amplitude of the slosh due to these in flight excitations any
damping a way to increase the damping of the system must be employed. The most
common method for damping is by using ring baffles (see Figures 9, 10) attached to the
interior of the tank walls. Tests have shown [Reference 8] that the damping provided by
the baffles decreases with the depth at which the baffle is located under the surface of the
liquid.
3.0 Upper Stage System Issues ( Low-g Propellant Issues)
The problems associated with upper stage systems are slightly different than boosters
primarily during two time intervals. The first is at Upper Stage MECO when the vehicle
is in a low gravity field. The second is when the Upper Stage engine must restart in that
same low gravity field.
3.1 Liquid Slosh at MECO
The first issue to be dealt with is slosh. The only difference between the booster
phenomenon and this case is that this is not while under the longitudinal acceleration
vector, but at MECO when the acceleration of the vehicle transitions to zero, often rather
abruptly. Liquid sloshing amplitudes which remain damped during powered flight may
obtain very large amplitudes at engine termination. At MECO propellant potential
energy is converted into kinetic energy with removal of imposed constraining
accelerations. This problem was of critical importance during the development of the
Saturn V/S-IVB stage propellant control system.
To alleviate these concerns an experimental study was initiated to investigate
propellant dynamics of the S-IVB stage. The program included ground tests using scale
models in a drop tower facility and a full scale flight experiment on board a Saturn
launch vehicle. The ground experiments utilized the 4.3 sec drop tower facility at NASA
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Marshall SpaceFlight Center(seeFigure 11). The main goal was to understandthe
behaviorof a sloshingliquid subjectedto a suddenreductionin acceleration.Thesetests
were accomplished primarily with scale models and provided valuable data on
fundamentalawsandscalingparametersapplicableto individual phenomena. Thefluid
behaviorwhich occursat MECO is shownin Figure 12. Thesolution is againtheuseof
ring baffles. The useof CFD hasbeenshownto accuratelypredict the resultantfluid
motion in low gravity. A commerciallyavailablesoftwarepackagewasused,as is, to
generatetheplotsshownin figure 12. Theaccuracywhichresultsis evident.9
3.2PropellantOrientation
Oncethe vehiclehasbeenin orbit the propellanthasbecomeoriented in some
fashion,often with the ullagebubblein the centerof the tank. The ullage bubble may
also be oriented directly over the tank outlet. The ability to restart the engine is
dependentupon the liquid in the inlet as opposedto gas. The other concernover the
knowledgeof wherethe ullagebubble is concernsventing. In upperstagevehiclesthe
tankventsareclosedduringthepoweredportionof flight. During theorbital holdperiod
as the pressurein the cryogenicvesselrises the pressuremust be vented off. It is
undesirableto ventuseableliquid andthereforethepositionof theullagebubbleover the
vent is required.
3.2.1Liquid Acquisition
It is critical to ensurethat liquid is availableat theoutlet of thetank at the time of
enginerestart. This ability to havepropellantat the engineinlet is referredto as liquid
acquisition. Thetwo mostcommonmethodsfor liquid acquisitionarepropellantsettling
andcapillary liquid acquisitiondevices(LADs).
Theuseof propellantsettlinghasbeenthe primary methodfor flight vehiclesin
the past. The S-IVB/Saturn V utilized settling via a continuousthrust producedby
routing liquid oxygenboiloff throughsmallthrusterspointing down the longitudinalaxis
of thevehicle. The SaturnV/S-IVB design,referredto asLUTs (LOX Ullage Thrusters)
wasbasedon its ability to createanaccelerationwhich would causea Bond number(B0)
greaterthan70 in theLiquid Hydrogentank. Theability for this systemto performwas
proven in the flight of AS-203. Bond numberis the ratio of inertia forcesto surface
tensionforcesandis expressedby thefollowing relation:
Bo-_(Acceleration* TankRadius2)/(KinematicSurfaceTension)
To determinethe level of thrust requiredto resettlethe propellantsto the orientation
desired, the requiredBond number must be calculatedfor the configuration and the
appropriatethrust level mustthenbe employed. A slightly different form of settling is
referredto asTank HeadIdle (THI). An engine with the capability for THI canaccept
eitherliquid or vaporat the inlets, allowing the engineto provide the settlingthrust at a
high initial specificimpulse(Isp). For ahydrogenenginetheIsp would be in therangeof
360 - 460 secduring the start transient,this resultsin extremelyhigh Bond numbers(-
2000 - 5000), and a resultant force which may result in problems with the liquid
dynamicsor thevehiclecontrol. Sucha methodhasnot beenprovenin flight, and still
requiresdevelopment._0
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The othermethodwhich usesthe capillary motion effect,offers the advantageof
providing vapor-freeliquid without propellantsettling. A partial LAD (known asa start
basket)collectsenoughpropellantto allow theengineto startandresettlethepropellants.
It is essentiallya screenbox which allows the propellantto wick in to the engineinlet.
Referto Figure13. Oneof thedisadvantagesis theextraweightof sucha system.
Another capillary devicewhich is utilized in the storablepropellant regime are
vanes. A vaneis a devicewhich is a structureadjacentto thetankwall which createsan
openpassage,through which propellantcan flow. Since all propellants"wet" due to
theresurfacetensionproperties,the fluid formsalong the structure(seeFigure 14).The
devicesadvantagesare the light weight, high reliability (no moving components)and
they arecompatiblewith mostpropellants(100%Titanium designsarepossible). The
useof vaneshoweverarelimited by accelerationandflow rate,they canbeusedin any
attitude. Thetraditionalusesof vanesarein flexibledemandstoreablepropellantsystems11
or in bipropellantsystemswheretheyareusedin conjunctionwith sponges.
A similardeviceknownasa spongeis oftenutilized in conjunctionwith vanes.A
sponge is an open structureof tightly spacedradial panesof metal which holds the
propellantby thesurfacetensioneffect (seeFigure 15). Again thesedevicesare reliable
andcanbeusedin amultitudeof propellantsbutarelimited by beingableto deliveronly
limited quantitiesat certain accelerations. Thesedevicesare traditionally used in 1.
Settling thrust systemsrequiring propellant accessduring engine start. 2. Propulsion
systems required to perform station-keepingmaneuvers (repeateduse of certain
propellantamount), 3. Vehiclesystemsrequiringcontrol of the centerof gravity of the
propellant while in low g. Spongeshave beenused in both mono- and bi propellant
systems. _2
3.2.2 Propellant Venting
In the case of a cryogenic propellant on orbit, the heat leak into the tanks
eventually requires a way to control the tank pressure. Venting the vapor to relieve tank
pressure is an easy task in an acceleration field, however when in low gravity conditions
the liquid vapor interface is not known. As has been mentioned for liquid acquisition,
settling can be used to orient the vapor over the vent. Once the vapor is in place the vent
can be open and the pressure can be relieved. However this requires the use of propellant
and makes the boiloff penalty even higher. A very innovative alternative to settled
venting was developed in the early 1960's. The device , known as a Thermodynamic
Vent System, (TVS) can be utilized in an active or a passive mode (see Figure 16). The
active configuration uses a Joule-Thompson valve, a two-phase heat exchanger and a
mixing pump to condense tank ullage, cool the bulk fluid, reduce thermal gradients and
minimize vented mass. A passive TVS also utilizes a joule-thompson valve with a wall
mounted heat exchanger or a vapor cooled shield around the tank to intercept incoming
heat, with the same result. The active mixing system is designed to assure adequate
homogeneity of the propellant, which can reduce the amount of uncertainty which
accompanies the passive system. The heat dissipation due to the pump may, however,
offset the advantages of the active system. This very elegant solution has never been
tried on-orbit, although a certain amount of development testing has been accomplished.
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(Reference 13 and 14). The TVS also has applications for the long-term storage of
cryogenic propellants on-orbit._°
4.0 Conclusions
The technical issues which have been previewed in this paper have caused
consternation amongst launch vehicle designers since the early rockets, such as the V-2
and Redstone Missile. The problems are difficult to understand analytically and may
require on-orbit testing. Two such examples are the flight of the modified Saturn 1B,
AS-203 and its dedicated fluid management flight in 1966 _3 (see Figure 17), as well as
the Shuttle flight experiment called FARE for Fluid Acquisition and Resupply
Experiment (see Figure 18) which flew in 1992 using a reference fluid to examine on -
orbit fluid behavior. _4It has been over 40 years since the design of the Redstone and over
20 years since the Space Shuttle and many of these issues and there resolution have been
relegated to the back comer. As new launch vehicle systems are designed and tested, the
physics will once again bring these issues to spotlight. One of the purposes of this paper
is to add a firm reminder of some of these technical challenges so that the would be
designer can perform the research and testing required to avoid the sometimes
catastrophic results. As has been said" Those who do not learn from the past are doomed
to repeat its failures". 15
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Figure 3 Velocity of gas bubbles in liquid column with closed bottom. 2
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Figure 6 Cryogenic recirculation system in a two run duct configuration. 2
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Figure 7 Anti-geyser line configuration on the Space Shuttle External Tank. 6
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Figure 13 Cryogenic Liquid Acquisition Device known as a Start Basket.
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Figure 15 Vane concept for a Refillable Sponge System, and the
Sponge system itself, to
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Figure 18 The Fluid Acquisition and Resupply Experiment (FARE I). 14
